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THE CONVERSION OF SPACES AND PLACES OF WORSHIP 
 
The conversion of places of worship after conquests and reconquests has been a practice of many belief groups 

throughout history. While studies on such a topic for antiquity are few, there is a greater ability to uncover the history of 
conversions after the rise of the Abrahamic religions. 

 
Anatolia or Asia Minor have been one of the very active areas where many different beliefs have triggered the conversion 

of places of worship after countless local or major conquests and reconquests. Traces of Zoroastrian, Nimrodian, Mitra 
and Anahita beliefs and even older worship places reveal that such places that have been used by different belief groups 

throughout history. The latest excavations of in Göbekli Tepe prove that beliefs and places of worship possess a shared 
history of a minimum 12 000 years or twelve millenniums in Anatolia. Sumerian places in Anatolia goes back 3000 years 

B.C. followed by the Hittites, Assyrians, Phrygians and many city states such as Troyan, Urartian, Lycian and Hellenic 
settlements. Political activities and conversions increased in Anatolia especially after Alexander the Great’s invasion and 

the Hellenistic period and once again after rise of the Roman and Byzantian Empires. During Roman period (4-7th century) 
Anatolia was divided into 24 provinces grouped into dioceses under deputies, with their base at Constantinople. Although 

the late Byzantine era continued until the 11th century and the Christian faith was dominant in Anatolia in theory, in 
practice local variations and several heretical dualist sects posed threats to the state until they were crushed. 
Furthermore, the Iconoclastic period had a significant impact on places of worship as did the crusaders who encouraged 

a great number of conversions and destruction. The Byzantine Empire was faced with Sasanian and Muslim invaders as of 
the 7th century and the late 11th asd 12th centuries witnessed Catholic Crusaders and Muslim Seljuks followed by the 

Ottomans. 
 

After the advent of territorial conquests by Muslim powers since the 7th century, the conversion of churches, monasteries 
and synagogues into mosques, quarter mosques (mescids) and dervish lodges (zaviyes), along with the alterations of 

churches to serve different denominations during the Crusades, were also added to the phenomenon of the conversion 
of religious spaces. The Seljuk period followed by the Ottoman era continued with similar attitudes towards places of 

worship resulting in the conversion of many including the monumental Byzantine cathedral of the Hagia Sophia located 
in Istanbul. In approximately the same time span, the reconquest of Spain and Portugal resulted in the conversions of 

many Islamic places of worship into spaces serving Christian needs. During the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire as of 
18th century, mosques and various Islamic religious spaces were converted into churches in the Balkans and exopraxis 

became popular in some shared spaces. Upon the establishment of the Turkish Republic, the Treaty of Lausanne (1923) 
reconciled the principles of citizenship with the status of the places of worship of minorities, mainly the Greek Orthodox, 
Jewish and Armenian communities, however with the exclusion of some groups such as Alevis, Syriacs and Yazidis.   
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In spite of the Lausanne Treaty and ratification of other international agreements, there is still a lack of a concise legal 
framework in contemporary Turkey in relation with minority issues. As such, contestations remain over the right of 

religious minorities to establish charitable, religious and social institutions, in addition to the lack of the recognition of the 
autonomous structure and legal personality of religious communities resulting in operating through associations or 

foundations. For example, there is no legal avenue for establishing churches in Turkey or securing property in a church’s 
name. Today, Jerusalem, as the birthplace of Christianity and the third holiest city in Islam, remains a city at the heart of 

contestations over sacred space resulting in illegitimate interference, closure, expropriation, conversion, damage and 
desecration of places of worship and religious spaces of all three Abrahamic faiths.   

 
Throughout history, the geographical areas of which the Seljuk, Byzantine and Ottoman Empires were comprised have 
always been under the sovereignty of different belief groups and as a natural consequence of this traffic, contestations 

over religious spaces have taken place. And today, the Hagia Sophia represents one of the most significant symbols of 
contestation over sacred space since the time of the Ottoman conquest of 1453. Converted from a place of worship 

serving Orthodox Christians into one dedicated to Muslims and subsequently into a neutral museum in the Republican 
period, it has been recently reconverted into a mosque which promises not only to fulfil the religious needs of Muslims 

but to continue catering to tourists and historians alike together with Kariye Mosque. Similarly, throughout the seven 
centuries of the Ottoman Empire and the almost centenary of the Turkish Republic there have been and continue to be 

countless contestations over non-Muslim as well as many Muslim religious spaces and places of worship. That is not to 
say that exopraxis in shared sacred places or mutually used spaces has been altogether absent. 

 
Our proposed conference intends to be used as a platform for the discussion of the subject of religious spaces and places 

of worship from multi-disciplinary approaches covering the known historical periods of the Byzantine, Seljuk, Ottoman 
and Republican eras. Papers should cover topics including but not limited to: 

• Conversion of religious spaces and places of worship into secular, commercial and alternate religious spaces. 
• Dispossession, destruction, damage and desecration of religious spaces and places of worship. 

• Recognition of the validity/ invalidity of religious spaces and places of worship. 
• Legal contestations, restrictions and prohibitions by state agents vs. international agreements for the 
preservations of such spaces. 

 
The conference will take place online during the second weekend of April 2021. We request that you submit your 300-

word abstracts to the following email cwp.adip@gmail.com by the 31 December 2020.  
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